General kinetic model for protein-mediated phospholipid transfer between membranes.
Phospholipid transfer protein catalyzes the transfer of phospholipids between bilayer membranes. A general model is developed for describing the kinetics of this process. While previous models derive detailed expressions only for the initial rate of transfer from donor to acceptor membranes, this model takes into account donor-to-donor, acceptor-to-acceptor, and acceptor-to-donor transfers, in addition to the usual donor-to-acceptor transfer. The apparent rate of transfer along any of these specific routes is given as the product of the total rate of transfer (the sum of the rates of transfer along all four routes) and a probability function uniquely defined for each route. The model explains adequately the effects of membrane concentration on phospholipid transfer activity as well as the consequences of varying membrane surface charge and size. Using bovine liver phosphatidylcholine transfer protein, the model is applied to the kinetic analysis of phosphatidylcholine transfer between two populations of small unilamellar vesicles. Rates of protein-catalyzed phosphatidylcholine transfer between vesicles with identical phosphatidic acid content (2 or 6 mol%) are determined experimentally as a function of total vesicle concentration to calculate apparent dissociation constants and maximum rates of transfer; apparent rates of transfer between various combinations of vesicles containing 2 or 6 mol% phosphatidic acid are then deduced from the derived velocity expression. Reasonably good agreement is seen between theoretical apparent rate-vesicle concentration relationships and those measured experimentally. The results support the general treatment of the kinetics of protein-mediated phospholipid transfer and permit an estimation of useful kinetic parameters.